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+380970007768,+380960007768 - http://odesa.veganohooligano.com

Here you can find the menu of Vegano Hooligano Mala in Odessa. At the moment, there are 15 meals and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Vegano

Hooligano Mala:
It was my first time here. Very tasty smoozy) I like smoozy with apples, kiwi fruit and mint in menu number 5)

Vegan burger with tofu cheese was taste but not perfect. Staff was very friendly and helpful. I will visit again! read
more. When the weather conditions is nice you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about

Vegano Hooligano Mala:
After having eaten some paints in the other vegan restaurant in odessa, I expected that eating here is better and
the portion sizes on the basis of the prices will become bigger. the tofu croquettes I ordered looked good, but the

taste was just ok. the apple juice for 3 dollar us was quite expensive considering that the small glass it was. I
read more. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at
the Vegano Hooligano Mala from Odessa, with its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of familiar meets
the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Especially the flavorful juices are highly appreciated by the guests. If
you'd like something after-dinner treat to finish off, Vegano Hooligano Mala does not disappoint with its large

selection of desserts, Naturally, you should also taste the tasty burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads,
or wedges offered.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
APPLE JUICE

So� drink�
JUICE

Vega� Burger
VEGAN BURGER

Ho� drink�
TEA

Shish�
MINT

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

WRAP

TURKEY

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
APPLE

TOFU

QUINOA

CHEESE

FRUIT
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 10:00-20:00
Wednesday 10:00-20:00
Thursday 10:00-20:00
Friday 10:00-20:00
Saturday 10:00-20:00
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